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Recently, Sukstanskii and Primak [1] investigated drift
motion of kinks in the f4 model induced by oscillating
external fields. They applied a standard adiabatic pertur-
bation theory for solitons and calculated the nonlinear mo-
bility of a f4 kink. The aim of our Comment is twofold.
First, we demonstrate that the phenomenon of kink drift
is a trivial consequence of the theory of averaged soliton
dynamics in rapidly oscillating fields developed for the f4
model in our earlier paper [2] (see also [3] for other exam-
ples). Indeed, due to the action of two oscillating fields
as in the case considered in [1], the effective potential sup-
porting averaged kink dynamics becomes asymmetric, and
this is the physical reason for kink drift. Second, direct
application of our theory [2] to the problem considered
in Ref. [1] demonstrates that the adiabatic approximation
used in [1] is likely to be invalid for the case of oscillating
fields: We show that, for large values of the field frequency
v, the velocity of the kink drift Vdr decays as v22, instead
of the result Vdr ~ v24 predicted by Eq. (17) of Ref. [1].
As we will see below, our prediction is in very good agree-
ment with direct numerical integration of the full perturbed
f4 equation.
According to Ref. [1], we consider the f4 model with
two monochromatic fields of frequency v and with arbi-
trary phase shift x ,
ftt 2 fxx 2 f 1 f
3 ­ h1std 1 h2stdf 2 gft , (1)
where h1std ­ h10 cosvt, h2std ­ h20 cossvt 1 xd, g is
a dissipative constant, and dimensionless units have been
used. Because the frequency v is assumed to be of order
(or larger) of the system eigenfrequency, the adiabatic
approximation cannot be used to describe the effect of
oscillating perturbations on the kink dynamics. Instead,
we follow the approach developed in Refs. [2,3] and
decompose the wave field f into a sum of slow and fast
varying parts, f ­ F 1 j, deriving the equation for the
slowly varying field F (see [2]),
Ftt 2 Fxx 2 F 1 F
3 1 3Fkj2l ­ kh2stdjl 2 gFt .
This approach is at least valid for v . 1, which is
consistent with the fact that we are mainly interested in the
large v asymptotics of this problem. Similar to Ref. [2],
the fast varying part of the solution can be easily found as
jstd ­ A cosvt 1 B sinvt, where
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The averaged equation derived above completely solves
the problem of kink drift because it immediately shows
that simultaneous action of two oscillating fields forces
the effective potential of the averaged f4 model to be
asymmetric, and therefore it creates an effective force for582 0031-9007y96y77(3)y582(1)$10.00FIG. 1. Log-log plot of the drift velocity vs the driving fre-
quency for h10 ­ h20 ­ g ­ 0.1, and x ­ 0 (s), x ­ py3
(h).
a translational motion of a kink. This simple physics has
not been noticed in Ref. [1].
Moreover, in the limit of large v, i.e., v2 À g2, we
easily obtain Ftt 2 Fxx 2 F2mF 1 F3 ­ F 2 gFt ,
where F2m ­ 1 2 h
2
20y2v2 and F ­ sh10h20y2v2d cosx .
Considering now a kink in the form F ­ 6Fm 3
tanhfFmsx 2 x0dy
p
2 g, we find that, under the action
of the effective force F, it starts to move with the drift
velocity
Ùx0 ­ Vdr ­ 6
3
2
p
2
h10h20 cosx
gv2
. (2)
The result (2) predicts that, for large v, the drift velocity
Vdr decays as v22 unlike the result Vdr ~ v24 which
follows from the application of the adiabatic perturbation
theory in Ref. [1]. Figure 1 illustrates the great accuracy
of our prediction (2) as compared to numerical results on
the full perturbed f4 equation (see [2] for details on the
numerical procedure).
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